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Candie Cooper demonstrates how to 
create a bracelet using new finishes 
with recycled components for a 
mixed metal vintage look. 
 
 

 
For More Information Visit: 

 
www.tierracast.com 

 

Fanciful Flight Charm bracelet 
Tierra Cast-Repurposed Domino Charm bracelet 
 

 
 
Materials needed 
2 antique brass swallow charms 94-2300-27 
2 Paloma 94-5617-12 
4 Paloma 94-5617-27 
3 royal glue in bails 94-5704-12 
2  twisted .25" ID bails 94-5726-12 
4 medium hammertone ring 94-3086-13 
4 3/4" beaded ring 94-3136-26 
1 set beaded toggle clasp 94-6139-26 
2 8mm diamond beaded frame 94-5659-26 



2 simple square frame 94-2260-13 
4 10mm divot bead 94-5746-12 
2 10mm divot bead 94-5746-26 
8 10mm joy bead cap 94-5696-13 
8 sm coiled ring 94-5595-13 
4 1/2" bead bar 95-2239-25 
2 1" bead bar 94-2241-61  
4 12mm AB Chessboard bead Swarovski crystals 
6 4mm bicone Black Diamond Swarovski crystals 
4 8mm Black Diamond Swarovski crystals 
4 14x8.5mm Crystal Silver Shade Swarovski Galactic Sew-Ons 
14 5mm silver spacer beads 
2 7mm gold spacer beads 
32 6mm Gunmetal jump rings 
2 6mm brass jump rings 
3 mini dominoes 
7" of Silver chain 
Dictionary paper scraps 
Small bird images 
Dimensional glaze 
Decoupage Adhesive 
Multi-purpose adhesive 
Dremel tool and #55 drill bit  
  
This chain has 25 links.  The link center link will be referred to as "link 1". To the right and left of the 
center link will be "link 2" and so on moving outward.  The links on the opposite side of the center link 
are exactly the same, so you can work both sides as you go. 
  
Instructions 
Create the Domino and Frame Charms: 
  
Drill the top center of the domino with the Dremel tool and bit.  Use the multi purpose adhesive to glue 
the bail in. 
 
Paint a layer of decoupage medium on the back side of the domino and adhere the dictionary paper.  
Seal with another layer of medium and adhere the bird image, sealing again.  Optionally, you can 
outline the domino in metallic gold paint.  Repeat for the remaining dominoes.  
 
Make frame pieces just like the dominoes, outlining the image in gold. 
 
Apply a layer of dimensional medium to each domino and frame and leave to dry. 
Connect It Together 
(all charms will be connected to the bracelet with a gunmetal jump ring.) 
 
Link 1: Connect a domino charm. 
 
Link 2:  String one 4mm crystal, silver spacer bead, gunmetal bead cap, 12mm crystal, bead cap, silver 
spacer, brass Paloma bead and finish the end of the wire with a wrapped loop.  Connect to bracelet. 
 
Link 3:  Connect a small hammertone gunmetal ring to large brass ring with a gunmetal jump ring.  
Connect the brass ring end to bracelet. 
 



 

Link 4:  String a silver polka dot bead and gunmetal spacer onto a 1/2" bead bar.  Connect the bead bar 
to the crystal sew-on bead with a jump ring.  Connect the crystal link to the bracelet. 
 
Link 5: Connect a domino charm. 
 
Link 6: String a diamond bead frame with 6mm crystal in the center followed by silver Paloma bead, 
4mm crystal and finish with a wrapped loop.  Connect to bracelet. 
 
Link 7:  Connect a swallow charm to a brass twisted bail with a gunmetal jump ring.  Connect the small 
loop on the bail to the bracelet. 
 
Link 8:  String a silver spacer, gunmetal spacer, brass polka dot bead, gunmetal spacer and silver 
spacer onto a silver 1" bead bar and connect it to the bracelet. 
 
Link 9:  Connect a gunmetal ring to a crystal sew on link with a brass jump ring.  Connect the crystal 
link to the bracelet. 
 
Link 10:  String a 6mm crystal, bicone brass spacer, silver spacer and 4mm jump ring onto a head pin 
and finish with a wrapped loop.  Connect to bracelet. 
 
Link 11:  Connect a brass swallow charm and frame charm to bracelet (the swallow will lay on the back 
side of the frame).  
 
Link 12:  String a silver polka dot bead and gunmetal spacer bead onto a 1/2" bead bar.  Connect a 
brass beaded ring and bead bar to a silver twisted bail.  Connect the small loop on the bail to the 
bracelet. 
 
Link 13:  Repeat Link 2. 
 
Finish the bracelet by connecting the beaded toggle clasp to the end links. 
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